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„If I have seen further
it is by standing on the shoulders of giants.“ 
(Isaac Newton, 1676)
Open Access – What Does It Mean?
Science and research are based on 
published scientific information
Students and scientists need scientific publications.
Publishing scientific results 
Open Access – What Does It Mean?
• further research funding
• reputation of institution
• reputation of project




Open Access – What Does It Mean?
• restricted
• expensive
• immediately online 
• free, without restrictions
Open Access – Background Information
Internet : Information, comunication, interaction
Publishers : Monopolization, Journals‘ price increase, 
1995 on :
big profits
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Open Access – Background Information
Internet : Information, comunication, interaction
Publishers : Monopolization, Journals‘ price increase, 
1995 on :
big profits
Libraries :  Cancelling subscriptions, 
restrictions in Interlibrary Loan
Restricted availability of scientific information
Open Access – Background Information
• to free authors and science from the restricted policies 
of publishing houses
• to rise the free access to scientific results
• and to give copyright back to the authors
Open Access Movement
Open Access – Background Information
“We define open access as a comprehensive source of  
human knowledge and cultural heritage that has been 
approved by the scientific community.”
The Berlin Declaration on Open Access to Knowledge in the Sciences and 
Humanities (Oct. 22nd, 2003)
“Our organizations are interested in the further 
promotion of the new open access paradigm to gain the 
most benefit for science and society.”
Signed by e.g. : DFG, WGL, WR, HRK, MPG, HG …









Open Access – Support, Promotion, Funding
(Requested
14.05.2010)
Open Access – Support, Promotion, Funding
(Requested
14.05.2010)





















Open Access – Options
Publishing in traditional journals • No Open Access
• Publisher is copyright holder
• Time delay: 9-12 months
Publishing in “hybrid” journals • Open Access
• not available for every journal
• costs about USD 3000 per paper
• Publisher is copyright holder
• same time delay
Open Access – Options
Publishing in traditional journals
• Open Access
and in institutional repository
• Publishing house is copyright holder
The Green Way of Open Access
• No time delay
Open Access – Options
Institutional Repositories
• Bibliographic/Descriptional metadata
• Fulltexts for Open Access
• Repository Networks
• Searchable by search engines, portals, harvesters
• More than 1.500 worldwide, 141 in Germany
Open Access – Options
(Requested
14.05.2010)
Open Access – Options
Publishing in open access journals (and in institutional repository)
• Open Access
• Author is copyright holder
• No time delay
The Golden Way of Open Access
Open Access – Options
(Requested
13.05.2010)
Open Access – Pros
• Author is Copyright holder
• Quick availability
• Worldwide availability
• Free availability without any restriction
• Fulltext via search engines, portals, harvesters
• More citations
• Speeding up of scientific communication and discussion
• Improvement of international and interdisciplinary cooperation
• Increased reliability of science and research
Open Access – Cons
But:
DFG : „… “… clearly neither counting publications nor computing 
their cumulative impact factors are by themselves 
adequate forms of performance evaluation …”
• Lower impact factor because of journals’ age
• Often publication fees, not yet embodied in research budgets
But:
The DFG is funding Open Access publications
• by sharing of expenses for publishing inside their funded projects
• and by funding scientific publications in Open Access journals
Open Access – Results
• Quick and unrestricted access to knowledge and 
• Science and research are no ends in themselves 
information is essential for effective research and science
• Science should only be controlled by science
What about you, your research and your publications?
Open Access – Results
To be visible or not to be visible, 
that is the question …
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